REAL ESTATE VIDEO APP
How to create real estate videos
in 5 minutes?

WHY MORE LISTINGS
WITH VIDEOS?
403% more inquires for Real estate listing with videos

73% of houseowners are more likely to list with a Real estate agents who use videos
9%

of agents create listing videos

Real estate is your speciality.
Video marketing is ours.
One day, we had the chance to deeply talk marketing with a real estate agent. A quick demo of our
App immediately amazed him: “This is exactly what I need” He told us. It really seemed obvious...
real estate video creation was vastly appreciated but only reserved for expensive properties because of the production cost. From this day, we have been working closely with industry professionals to develop the perfect real estate video tool.

3 WAYS TO CREATE
LISTING VIDEOS
Autonomus

Creation
Time

We are all facing the same dilemma:
Time or Cost Eﬃﬃciency?
Momenzo was born with this idea in mind. we didn’t
want to compromise. We had to ﬁnd a solution to be
able to create quality videos in a few minutes (without any external help).
It then appeared obvious... A mobile video App with
automatic editing based on templates would solve
our problem (and many entrepreneur’s too). It was
time to make it real!
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Yourself

CAN I ADD MY BRANDING?

100% customizable with your branding
Choose between 20+ real estate templates

Your Logo
Proﬁle Picture
(Optional)

Property
Details

Your Contact
Number

Your Listing
Number

HOW EASY IT IS?

Watch tutorials

Automatic editing with your branding
Add/modify the property details at anytime

Record with
Momenzo App

Done! Share it

YouTube

Facebook

Instagram

Import Media

4 STEPS TO START
4

Send your logo, proﬁle picture
Choose a plan
& contact details to
Reality.momenzo.com/pricing
Support@momenzo.com

Our team will set
up your account

Start creating
listing videos with
your branding!

TO GO FURTHER

Get your access
To get access to Momenzo App with your
branding, please visit realty.momenzo.com

Available: English, Spanish, Portuguese, German, French & Italian

